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[57] ABSTRACT 

A two chamber aperture tube for obtaining signals 
from particles suspended in a ?uid which passes 
through a scanning aperture. The suspension enters 
the primary bore provided in one chamber and passes 
immediately to an inlet port or ori?ce in an elongate 
nozzle provided in the second chamber. The chambers 
are interconnected by conduits including a pump and 
?lter such that ?ow of the suspension is continuous 
about a closed path to ensure that proper signals from 
all particles in the suspension are obtained. 

14 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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SELF-CLEANING APERTURE-TUBE FOR 
'. COULTER STUDY APPARATUS“ 

Matter enclosed heavy brackets; I: - ] the 
original patentbutv forms no'part this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in’ italics" indicates theadditions 
niade by reissue. ' I‘ 

CROSS-REFERENCE- TO RELATED PATENT 

The structure to which this, invention‘ applies is of the 
typedescribed and'discl'osedli'n US. Pat.‘ No. 3,299,354 
(herein called “the Related Patenti’lis'sued'llanj 17, 
1967‘ for “Aperture Tube Structure for Particle‘Study 
Apparatus" to the same ‘inventor, and owned by the 
same assignee, as the invention herein. The said Re 
lated Patent is incorporated hereinv as part‘ hereof by 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION s 

' 1. Field of the Invention ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ‘ g 

This invention relates generally to the art of studying 
the physical properties'of particles ‘carried "in suspen 
sion and'more particularly ‘is concerned with'improved 
apparatus for obtaining signals from particles passing 
‘through a scanning aperture without extraneous inter 
fere'nce from other particles. ' “' 

2. Description of the ‘Prior Art ‘ 
‘The ‘structure disclosed-in the‘Related'Patent sub 

stantially decreases the possibility of undesirable-spuri 
ous particle ‘reading and count-signals whichoc'curred 
in ‘prior art devices.‘ This is accomplished by replacing 
the soé'called aperture tube of prior artstructures with 
a pair ofchambers having'an interconnection for sepa— 
rating the electrical and mechanical effects of the parti 
cles ‘passing through the aperture. Particles passing 
through the. aperture of the apparatus immediately/(‘are 
transported away from the proximity of the aperture so 
that there is little or no change of spurious signals re— 
sulting from said particles. " ' ' ": ~ 

One of the objects-of the invention<disclosed in the 
Related Patent was to provide an aperture tube which5 
is self-cleaning in ‘that the suspension in the immediate 
vicinity of the aperture is kept‘ free of- ex-traneous parti 
cles. As acknowledged-in thepatent;v however, eddy 
currents of ?uid in‘the aperture tube at'the downstream 
end of the primary bore occurred, and-these eddy curl 
rents swirled into the secondary bore; immediately adja 
cent theprimary bore‘. It was believed that theg?uid' 
would be stagnantliquid substantially-devoid of parti 

‘ cles, hence not-introducing appreciable extraneous sig 
nals, but while this was largely true, the. action was not. 
sufficiently perfect to satisfy the morecritical demands 
of .today-fs technology. A_- smallv percentage of particles 
were/not caught by thepri?ce inthe elongate neckiOf 
the second chamber and these sometimes produced exa 
trancous signals vby; v-irtuetzof-vtheueddyv currents?at the 
bottom vof the central .cwharrrbergof. the Japertgpretubem 

»‘ ' “SUMMARY OF'THE "IINVENTIQN 
h vTo resolve ‘aforesaid/problems‘with regard torex-m. 
"a?wqssignals, the. pwsmtinwn?en. PrQvideS a Self 
clsarti?g aperture- tube. as dié¢l<1$¢d-.in thstrelated lag-.1 
tent, with the addition of a‘ purnp device, interposed be? 
tween the‘?rst and second chambers 51o; produce ;a_ 
closed system in whichggtherc, .arieunoi. inletsor outlets. 
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0‘ associated elements designated generally by thehrefer-i» 

<other=than the primary bore iin‘zthe ?rstrchamber; :The 
pump operates to draw the particle ‘suspension up 
‘through the. second chamber'wand force the same'back 
intothe (first chamber, completing‘a circuit around this 
.path .and creating a sheath flow at the ori?ce. The ?ow 
created by the pumpis such as to ensure that all parti 
cles- introduced into the aperture tube-are caught by the 
.ori?ceof the. second chamber so as to prevent the oc 

currence of extraneous signals- a I " iv 

-Accordingly, the primary object of the inventionis to 
provide an improved structure; which ensures that all 
particles passing through the primary. bore are; caught 
by vthe .ori?ce. provided in ‘the second’ chamber of the 
.apermretube. ' ~ ,' i " ' 

~~Other objects and? advantages of, theinvention ‘will 
occurito thoseskilledin this ant as a description of the 
inven-tionz-proceedsvin connectionwith which a pre-. 
ferred embodiment is illustrated in*the accompanying 
drawings and set forth in the accompanying speci?ca 
tion... __~' I ‘I A. .,~ 

' "VLBRIEF’DESCKRTPTION oFfrueoaAwm' " j 
The drawing isv identical to that of the Related Patent, 

except for those elements. added thereto in accordance 
with the invention herein, ‘ v. .» _. r 1 i ,» - . > 

FIG. .1 .selctionalliview through the apparatus of 
the RelatedPatenLqwith the pump deviceand related 
elements of the invention illustrated in.- diagrammatic‘ 

form. :w'. I~,FIG._ 2'; is a fragmentary enlargedgsectional view 
throughuthe apparatus in the~vicinity (lithe-aperture.» 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic ,vie._w of a ‘device operating. 

in connection with the manometer-Syphon having the 
improved invention associated therewith, ;; n > ~ 

‘ _ DESCRIPTION or Tria‘PR'E?ERREo 
' " "EMBODIMENT ‘ 

lntthehfollowing description, elements which, are 
identicalto those; disclosed ingthe related patent are re; 
ferred-to herein by the" same names and-are indicated 
by theisameareference,numerals. Since the'related pa—. 
tent. is incorporated herein as a part hereof byspecific; 
referencewlthe;diselosure thereof will not‘ be-repeated 
except in instances where understanding of the invert-1: 
tionhereinwilhbe. enhanced. . ' I -‘ A ._ ‘11* 

;.,As illustratedvi-n'FlG, .1, a multiple chamber. aperture. 
tube “or vessel 14, comprising a ?rst or central chamber 
321anclv secondchamber 34 is suspended within a ves 
sel L10,-ln operation, the suspension loin vessel l0_will_ 
?owMthrou-g-h the aperture 12 and will. ideally,_sho,ot di- - 
rectlyintoétheori?ce 40 and into the neck 36,vt0. be 
carried“thereafterv along' through chamber 34,v conduit 
46, coupling 48,v outlet conduit 50 and up branch-‘52.x 
lnvt‘he structure ,of the Related Patent, the ‘suspension 
would then-continue to discharge conduit 58 by way of 
passage _54. of stop-cock 56. 

In order to .ensure that all?particles inisuspension 1.6 , 
are-caught?by ori?ce 440 {as {they flow through aperture - 
12,5? .5, apparatus of the invention includes a pump and. 

once :numeral 6,~‘whi,ch elements have been interposed 
bstyvesnthetwo Chambers 32, ‘34- In thcscmbodiment 
illustrated, a pair'of Tjunctions 7, 8 have been spliced ~ 
into branch 52 and conduit 62, respectively, so as to__.in-, 

‘' troduce?- theJelements 6_ into the ?ow system repre 
sented by the solid?line arrows throughout the aperture 
tube .14. A’ conduit 2‘leads through a ?lter.4 into pump. 
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1 from junction 7, and conduit 3 leads out of pump 1 
into junction 8. ' 

It is to be understood that the points of entry 7, 8 into 
the two chambers 32, 34 could be made at any point 
along the lengths thereof. The particular location 
shown is for illustrative purposes only. 
The addition of the elements 6 to the system of the 

related patent produces a closed‘ system within the ap 
erture tube 14 whereby, upon operation of pump 1, 
suspension 16 is sucked through neck 36, ‘up chamber 
34, and through conduits 46, 50 and 2. The suspension 
then passes through ?lter 4, where the particles sus 
pended therein are removed, and into pump 1. The par 
ticle free suspending liquid 16 is then forced back into 
chamber 32 by way of conduits 3 and 62, completing 
a circuit around this path and creating a sheath ?ow at 
ori?ce 40. The sample ?ow as described in the related 
patent will be unaffected since this closed system has 
no other inlets or outlets. ~ - 

Operation of pump 1 ensures that all particles in sus 
pension 16 are caught by the ori?ce 40 as they pass 
through aperture 12. The added ?ow of clean suspen 
sion ?uid, indicated by arrows 5 in FIG. 2, serves fur 
ther to sweep the region of secondary bore 22 free of 
all particles which are extraneous to those on which the 
sensing operation is performed. By adjustment of the 
pump pressure, the sheath flow 5 will be of proper 
strength to ensure that all particles pass directly into 
orifice 40. 
The operation and functions of all remaining ele 

ments illustrated in the drawing are the same as de 
scribed in the related patent. 

I claim: 
1. In a particle measuring apparatus including a con 

tainer of particulate liquid suspension to be tested, an 
aperture tube extending into said container, a vacuum 
source for moving the liquid from the container into 
and through the aperture tube, a ?rst electrode in the 
container and a second electrode in the aperture tube 
to establish an electrical ?eld between said container 
and the aperture tube, and a detector, the aperture 
tube having a ?rst and a second chamber, the ?rst 
chamber having an aperture in communication with the 
liquid suspension in the container. said second cham 
ber having an ori?ce provided therein at a point closely 
spaced from and directly opposite the interior of said 
aperture, means connecting said second chamber to 
said vacuum source and means to initially ?ll the ?rst 
chamber with particle free liquid and the second cham 
ber with the liquid suspension, the improvement com 
prising, a conduit extending between said chambers to 
provide a closed path for liquid ?ow thcrebetwecn, a 
pump interposed in said conduit to create liquid ?ow 
about said path, and a ?lter member in said conduit, 
whereby the suspension will flow from the container 
through the aperture and the ori?ce into said second 
chamber to mix with the liquid already therein and cir 
culate about said path, said ?lter member removing the 
particles from the liquid before the same'is returned to 
the ?rst chamber. 

2. The structure as claimed in claim 1 in which an 
elongate neck extends from the second chamber into 
the ?rst chamber and said ori?ce is provided in said 
neck. 

3. An aperture tube for use in particle measuring‘ap 
paratus including a container of particulate liquid sus 
pension into which the aperture tube extends, said vtube 
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4 
including a ?rstandasecond chamber, the ?rst cham 
ber having'an aperture in communication with the liq 
uid suspension, said second chamber having an ori?ce 
provided therein at a location directly opposite the in 
terior of said aperture, means for connecting said sec 
ond chamber to an external source of vacuum, conduit 
means extending between said chambers to provide a 
closed path for liquid flow therebetween, a pump inter 
posed in said conduit means to create liquid flow about 
said path, and a ?lter member in said conduit means, 
whereby the suspension will flow through said aperture 
in the ?rst chamber and through said ori?ce in the sec 
ond chamber and then through said conduit and said 
pump and said ?lter member where the particles from 
the suspension are removed before the same is forced 
into the ?rst chamber and returned through said ori 
?ce. 

4. An aperture tube as claimed in claim 3 in which an 
elongate neck extends from said second chamber into 
said ?rst chamber and said ori?ce is provided in said 
neck. ~ 

5. In a particle measuring apparatus which responds 
to the changes of electrical impedance due to the dis 
placement of electrolyte by particles suspended therein 
in an aperture which constricts an electric ?eld, includ 
ing a container of liquid suspension to be tested, a dual 
chamber aperture tube having a ?rst and a second 
chamber extending into said container, a vacuum 
source for moving the liquid from the container into 
and through the aperture tube, a ?rst electrode in the 
container and a second electrode in the aperture tube 
to establish the electric ?eld, and a detector, the ?rst 
chamber having an aperture forming a communication 
between said container and said ?rst chamber, the sec 
ond chamber having an ori?ce forming a communica— 
tion between said ?rst and said second chambers, said 
ori?ce being positioned close to and directly opposite 
said aperture, the improvement comprising, means for 
preventing particles from the contents of the container 
from being transferred to suspension in the contents of 
the ?rst chamberv 

6. The structure as claimed in claim 5 in which said 
means comprises a conduit extending between said 
chambers to provide a closed path for liquid flow there 
between, a pump interposed in said conduit to create 
liquid circulation about said path, and a ?lter for re 
moving particles from the circulating liquid, such that 
the volume of liquid which ?ows into said ori?ce is the 
sum of the circulation about said closed path plus the 
flow from said container into said ?rst chamber. 

7. The structure as claimed in claim 6 in which said 
vacuum source is adapted to withdraw liquid from the 
low pressure side of said pump. 

8. The structure as claimed in claim 7 in which an 
elongate neck extends from the second chamber into 
the ?rst chamber and said ori?ce is provided in said 
neck. 

9. The structureas claimed in claim 7 in which ?lling 
means are provided to fill the aperture tube, said con 
duit and said pump with liquid prior to performing the 
?rst test of particle suspension contained in said con 
tainer. 

10. The structure as claimed in claim 9 in which said 
?lling means comprise a two-way stopcock and an 
open-close stopcock, said two-way stopcock being 
adapted to apply vacuum either to said ?rst or said sec 
ond chamber or toyneither; said open-close stopcock 
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being adapted to connect one chamber to a reservoir 
of suspension liquid. ' 

11. The structure as claimed in claim 10 in which an 
elongate neck extends from the second chamber into 
the ?rst chamber and said ori?ce is provided in said 
neck. 

12. In a particle measuring apparatus including a ves 
sel for containing a body of particulate liquid suspension 
to be tested, an aperture tube extending into said vessel 
and including an aperture,fluid moving meansfor estab 
lishing pressure differentials and adapted for moving the 
suspension from the vessel through the aperture into and 
through the aperture tube to a waste collection container, 
a first electrode in the vessel and a second electrode in the 
aperture tube to establish an electrical field in the aper 
ture between said vessel and the aperture tube, means in— 
cluding electrical leads connected to the electrodes and 
adapted to extend connections to a detector to respond to 
electrical measuring signals produced across said elec 
trodes with passage of particles through said aperture, 
the aperture tube having an inlet chamber adapted for 
?uid connection with a source of particle free liquid, said 
inlet chamber having said aperture in fluid communica 
tion on one side thereof with the suspension in the vessel 
to permit passage of the suspension through the aperture 
into the inlet chamber, there being a zone in the aperture 
tube proximate to and downstream of the aperture in 
which spurious signals may normally be produced, an 
outlet chamber in fluid connection with said inlet cham 
ber, means for connecting said outlet chamber to said 
fluid moving means and said waste collection container, 
means for initially filling the inlet and outlet chambers 
with particle free liquid; the improvement comprising, 
said aperture tube having a restriction in the path of ?ow 
of said particle free liquid to cause the flow velocity 
thereof to increase in the spurious signal producing zone 
and continuously to wash the zone simultaneously wit/1 
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6 
passage of the suspension through the aperture such that 
particles which have been measured within the aperture 
while the apparatus is in use for measuring particles and 
the means for initially filling the inlet and outlet cham 
bers are rendered inoperative and thereafter passing out 
of the same immediately are swept out of the spurious 
signal producing zone by the particle free liquid and 
moved into the outlet chamber. 

13. The invention as claimed in claim 12 in which said 
?uid moving means comprise a source of vacuum. 

14. An aperture tube for use in particle measuring ap 
paratus including a container of particulate liquid sus 
pension into which the aperture tube extends, said tube 
comprising, an inlet chamber, an outlet chamber in ?uid 
connection with the inlet chamber, the inlet chamber 
having an aperture adapted to be in communication on 
one side thereof with the liquid suspension, there being 
a zone in the aperture tube proximate to and downstream 
of the aperture in which spurious signals may normally 
be produced, means for connecting the inlet chamber to 
a source of particle free liquid, means for directing ?ow 
of said particle free liquid from said source into and 
through said inlet chamber and thereafter into and 
through said outlet chamber, means for connecting the 
outlet chamber to fluid moving means to more the sus 
pension from the container through the aperture into the 
spurious signal producing zone while said particle free 
fluid is so flowing, the tube having a restriction in the 
path offlow of the particle free liquid to cause the flow 
velocity thereof to increase in the spurious signal produc 
ing zone and continuously wash the zone simultaneously 
wit/1 passage oft/1e suspension through the aperture such 
that particles which have passed through the aperture 
immediately are swept out of the spurious signal produc 
ing zone by the particle free liquid and moved into the 
outlet chamber. 


